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We know that every idea in this and other works comes from the collective consciousness of our ancestors, mentors, partners, and friends. We thank all those who
have walked before us and all that will come after us as we continue this journey. We
would like to extend our gratitude to the following organizations and individuals for
shaping the Until We Are All Free Racial Justice Art and Story Sessions: MIV Alliance
members African Communities Together (ACT), Asian Americans Advancing Justice
(AAAJ-LA), California Partnership (CAP), Chinese Progressive Association (CPA),
Coalition for Humane Immigrant Rights Los Angeles (CHIRLA), Communities for New
California (CNC), Filipino Advocates for Justice (FAJ), Korean Resource Center (KRC),
Mid-City Community Advocacy Network (MCC), Partnership for the Advancement
of New Americans (PANA), Pomona Economic Opportunity Center (PEOC), Services
Immigrant Rights Education Network (SIREN), United Taxi Workers of San Diego
(UTWSD); NoViolet Bulawayo, Jess Cook, Quinn Delaney, Sonia Guinansaca, Sammy
Gutierrez, Rufaro Gwarada, Suguey Hernandez, Devonte Jackson, Tia Oso, Aparna
Shah, Robert Trujillo, Isa Vasquez, the American Social History Project at CUNY, and
Isabel Wilkerson. We apologize if we have left anyone out – it is not intentional.

BACKGROUND

Members of the immigrant and refugee communities that we serve asked for simple workshops to introduce the idea of racial justice and tools to address harmful
attitudes about Black communities. Building true cross-racial understanding and a
sense of shared destiny amongst and between immigrant and refugee communities
requires unlearning the centuries of anti-Black racism in the United States that has
been exported across the world through social norms, culture, media, and policy.
Mobilize the Immigrant Vote (MIV), CultureStrike (C/S), and Black Alliance for Just
Immigration (BAJI) created this toolkit as a first installment toward meeting this
need. The toolkit enables our communities to begin the difficult conversations about
racism through the heart as the portal—through story rather than politics, through
art rather than data—with the assumption that these pathways open possibilities and
heal wounds at levels we have yet to fully tap.
MIV anchored the development of these Art and Story Sessions with BAJI’s expertise
in political analysis and racial justice and CultureStrike’s expertise in art and cultural
strategy. We collectively dreamed up and took on spreading the use of this toolkit in
our respective communities. We hope this is useful to you and look forward to learning with you as we manifest a world in which we are all free.

THIS PROJECT IS MADE POSSIBLE BY

Generous contributions from the Akonadi Foundation, Unbound Philanthropy, and
many individual donors.
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How To Use This Activity Guide
The people who call our country home are diverse, with a variety of hues and just as colorful histories,
cultures, and contributions to society. Yet perceived difference and devaluing of the “other” in the face
of this diversity has been the historical foundation of deep racism and injustice toward people of color,
indigenous peoples, and migrants. At the same time, countless people and communities have fought
to challenge and end racism in this country. The Movement for Black Lives has changed the terms of
debate around the world while the controversy over immigration rages on and DREAMers, queer, and
transgender undocumented people inspire us with their stories and determination.
We created these Racial Justice Art and Story
Sessions for young people and adults who want
to end racism, particularly against Black people,
as well as stand for dignity and freedom for
immigrants and refugees. What do these issues
have to do with each other? What do these issues,
which are so urgent in our world today, have to do
with your personal story? Jump into the sessions
in this guide to begin answering these questions.
The Activity Guide is comprised of art and
dialogue sessions to encourage introspection,
imagination, and visionary solutions.
To use this guide, you will need a volunteer(s) to:
1. Lead the discussions
2. Secure the materials and set up
3. Make sure the participants show up
This guide will walk you through everything
you need—except for participant outreach. We
encourage you to bring these sessions to existing
groups that you are a part of—your circle of
friends, book clubs, youth ministries, parent
groups, community-based organizations, and
more. Enjoy!

GOAL
To connect the past,
present, and future
across race, ethnicity,
and immigration status
through:
1. Building a bold, inclusive
vision for the future through
art, culture, and dialogue
2. Promoting understanding and
connection amongst people
of color around experiences
of migration
3. Fostering a common understanding of race and how racism manifests in our selves,
communities, institutions,
and structures
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THREE SESSIONS
We recommend that you share the sessions in the order
presented below; lead with vision, look back to find common experiences, and end with a more complex understanding of racism.

What is our vision?

SESSION 1

Declaration of Unity

Future

Read the Declaration of Unity and connect to
your own vision for a world beyond borders and
bars where all people are visible, valued, and free through
artmaking.

Connecting histories and common
experience
The Warmth Of Other Suns

SESSION 2

Past

View a video (Spanish and English) or read a
first-person story (Chinese, Korean, Somali, Amharic, and
English) about the Great Black American Migrations from
the South to the North and the West. Use the parallels between the Great Black American Migrations and immigration into the U.S. to establish bonds between communities
and combat stereotypes.

How does racism work and how can
we address it?
Racial Justice 101

SESSION 3

Present

Share personal stories and develop common
understandings of different structures of racism— internalized, interpersonal, institutional, and structural. Connect to
the importance of addressing racism in various issue areas
such as immigrant rights, education, and the environment.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
If you would like to delve deeper into these
subjects, we encourage you to check out the
following resource links and organizations:
Until We Are All Free ArtKit [bit.ly/
AllFreeArtKit]
Black Alliance for Just Immigration — campaigns and curriculum on racial justice,
immigrant rights, and economic justice.
[blackalliance.org] The Real Crime Video
and paper [bit.ly/23c0jHt]
Race Forward — racial justice innovation,
research, and practice [raceforward.org]
Change Lab [changelabinfo.com] and their
project Race Files [racefiles.com]
#NotOneMore — anti-deportation campaign
[notonemoredeportation.com]
Familia: Trans Queer Liberation Movement
— campaign to end detention of transgender people [familiatqlm.org]
Confronting Anti-Black Racism Amongst
Latinos — article in Salon.com [bit.
ly/1lEVQ8r]
Letter to My Chinese Immigrant Father
About American Racism — article in Race
Files [bit.ly/1T5nBMq]
1Love Movement video series on Southeast
Asian communities fighting deportation
[1lovemovement.wordpress.com]
Immigrants for Sale – Video and
Documentary on for-profit detention centers [bit.ly/1XXMop8]
An Open Letter to Our Asian American
Families About Black Lives Matter
[bit.ly/2avXy03]
blacklivesmatter.com/

PLAYLIST

Share & Spread the Love!
Please feel free to use any or all parts of this toolkit and credit
as adapted or excerpted from “Until We Are All Free: Racial
Justice Art & Story Sessions, 2016” as long as you are sharing
the content for free. This work is licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International
License. [http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/]

Jam out to this custom
All Free Playlist during
art-making sessions or as
background as people enter the space and
mingle or talk story. Music is a healing and
transformational practice and helps us
leverage the power of our imaginations.

We encourage you to post pictures
of the work and concepts you create. Use the hashtags:

This playlist [bit.ly/1UahLpR] was created
for you by DJ, author, and good food activist
Bryant Terry...

#UntilWeAreAllFree
#DeclarationofUnity

ART BY JULIO SALGADO - GET MORE TEMPLATES AT www.culturestrike.net/oct5art
Art
by Julio Salgado / Culture Strike

WHAT IS OUR
VISION?

Future

SESSION 1
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Session 1: Future

Until We Are All Free
Declaration of Unity

15-20

GOALS
Connect personally
to the issues
of detention,
deportation, and
mass incarceration.
Envision a future
beyond borders
and bars where all
people are visible,
valued, and free.

MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT
FF 1 print out of the Declaration of Unity per person (see
Addendum 1)
FF Facial tissue paper
FF Blue Tape (to secure posters on wall)
FF Sharpies or Mr. Sketch markers in a variety of colors
— a full set of 10-12 per 5 people.
FF Pencils
FF Scissors — 1 per 3 people
FF Glue Sticks — 1 per 2 people
FF An array of brightly colored neon paper, letter size
(8.5” x 11”)
FF White 11”x17” cardstock paper for posters (1-2 sheets
per person)
FF Stock images printed on the neon paper for art collage
activity (divide equally among group tables — Click here
to download PDF [bit.ly/AllFree_PosterImages]

PREP WORK & SET UP
1. Print stock images on a variety of neon paper. Be sure to mix up the neon
paper before you print.
2. Make sure you have an adequate sound system to play the All Free Play List.
3. Set up small group stations or tables where people can face each other and
create their art together in small groups of 4-6 people. Make sure each station has a mix of all art supplies.
4. Ask several people in advance to volunteer to read different paragraphs of the
Declaration of Unity.
5. Click here for youtube link [http://bit.ly/1UahLpR] to play the All Free Playlist
during art making.
6. Identify a wall or a blank space to both post the collages and take pictures of
participants with their collages before they leave with their art.
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Session 1: Future

AGENDA
1

Grounding (10 min)
\\ Pair up with someone you do not know. Share your name and your
answer to the following question: “How has detention, deportation, or
incarceration touched your life?” (5 min)
\\ Go around and ask everyone to just share their names (4 min)

2

A World Beyond Borders and Bars (75 min)
REFLECTION: Declaration of Unity (15 min)
\\ Ask participants to sit comfortably with both feet on the ground or to
sit cross legged on the floor. Take 3 breaths together.
\\ Have volunteers read different sections of the Declaration of Unity
aloud. Pass out hard copies of the Declaration to everyone afterward.
\\ Ask participants to pair up and share: What parts of the Declaration
touched you? (4 min per person) Did you feel or see something differently through this piece? (2 min per person)
\\ Invite several people to share. (3–5 min)

“In race talk, the
move into mainstream
America always means
buying into the notion of
American blacks as the
real aliens. Whatever the
ethnicity or nationality
of the immigrant, his
nemesis is understood
to be African American.
Current attention to
immigration has reached
levels of panic not seen
since the turn of the
century...The message we
are meant to get is that
disorderly newcomers
are dangerous to stable
(white) residents. Stability
is white. Disorder is
black.”
—Toni Morrison , NY Times article
“On the Backs of Blacks”, 1993

HANDS-ON ART MAKING: Small Group Visual Art Creation (40 min)
The Declaration of Unity is one artist’s vision for a world beyond borders
and bars. Now participants will create their own visions of a world beyond
borders and bars where all people are visible, valued, and free.
\\ Have participants break up into small groups of 4–6 people
\\ Each group should be seated around a table with scissors, glue sticks,
white 11x17 cardstock, and some images from the printed set of stock
images included in the materials list.
\\ Instruct participants to individually create a collage poster that describes what they envision as a world beyond borders and bars where
all people are visible, valued, and free. They are free to cut up the
stock images, remix and alter them as they see fit. They may also
draw their own images.
\\ Encourage participants to write their own brief text on the posters,
using language that is affirmative, visionary, and/or a declaration of
the world they wish to see.
\\ Give people 30 minutes to create their pieces. Let participants know
when they have 15 minutes left, when they have 10 minutes left, and
when they have 5 minutes left.
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\\ Ask people to post their creations on the wall with blue tape when
they are done.
SHARING (20 min)
The Declaration of Unity is one artist’s vision for a world beyond borders
and bars. Now participants will create their own visions of a world beyond
borders and bars where all people are visible, valued, and free.
\\ Invite everyone to take a look at what each group has created.
\\ Invite several participants to speak about their work and the images
they selected.
\\ Ask participants: What are some common themes? What touches
you? What images were most effective in inspiring your imagination?

3

Closing (5 min)
REFLECTION: Declaration of Unity (15 min)
\\ Photograph the posters before participants take them home. Share
them on social media with the hashtags #UntilWeAreAllFree or
#DeclarationofUnity
\\ Discuss with participants the importance of creating space for visualizing the future they hope for.
\\ Remind participants to take their art pieces home.

OPTIONS

SAMPLE AGENDA:

(1) To engage everyone more deeply, extend the
time another 15 mins and spend more time inviting participants to share about their pieces.

Session 1 — 1.5 hours

(2) To give people more support in fleshing
out their visions for a world beyond borders
and bars, elongate the session into a 3-hour
workshop (or cut it into two 1.5 hour sessions) by inserting a guided visualization (see
Addendum 2) into it.

Grounding (10 min)
Declaration of Unity (20 min)
Guided Visualization: visualization, pair and
share about what they saw (20 min)
Small Group Art Creation (40 min)

Session 2 — 1.5 hours

Recap of Session 1 & Grounding (15 min)
Small Group Art Creation cont’d (25 min)
Sharing (35 min)
Closing (15 min)
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Session 1: Future

Declaration Of Unity

ADDENDUM 1

DECLARATION
OF UNITY

By NoViolet Bulawayo

Calling the border crossers, footsteps mourning
lost homelands. Calling beautiful black men,
beating hearts stilled by police bullets. Calling
incarcerated mothers, milk souring behind bars.
Calling the forgotten bodies, seeping sorrow into
the Mediterranean. Calling indigenous peoples,
displaced in their own lands. Calling produce
pickers, lungs ravaged by pesticides. Calling the
“alien.” Calling black and brown children being
groomed for jail in neglected schools. Calling
their brothers, fathers and uncles, choking the
throats of greedy prisons. Calling the landscapers, the maids, the cooks, the nannies, living
on throbbing feet. Calling the “undocumented.”
Calling the oppressed, waiting in vain for justice. Calling murdered transgender sisters, their
precious names unsung. Calling the citizens of no
nation. Calling the brilliant blood spilled by border
agents. Calling the homeless, dreaming of home.
Calling sweatshop workers drenched in rivers of
sweat. Calling the disenfranchised. Calling mothers languishing in welfare lines. Calling deported
parents, hearts breaking for separated children.
Calling the weary tillers of the land who don’t get
to eat the grain. Calling the “illegals.” Calling the
evacuees waiting in refugee camps. Calling brown
bodies, packed like sardines in detention centers.
Calling the poor, waiting for the future with posters that read, “What About Us?”
The call is a prayer to the human in each one
of us; all our names make it holy. The call is a
song that will save us. The call is a balm to heal
our bruised humanity. The call is truth’s mirror;
it dares us to look into our hearts. The call is a
bridge over borders that never belonged to the
earth to begin with. The call is light to swallow the
darkness we’ve been fighting against so we can
finally sit in bright justice. The call is a funeral
poem, it weeps for the precious bodies murdered

by the police and border agents. The call is a map
into destiny, it charts the free world we want to
live and love in. The call is against silence; it will
ring from Baltimore to Bangladesh. In Ferguson.
In Johannesburg. Around Mexico. El Salvador. All
over the Americas. In Folsom State Prison. On
every street. From Syria to Kosovo. In China and
Eritrea. In Cambodia and Haiti. In Karnes County,
Texas. At checkpoints. Outside your backyard.
And we call in every language, feel our itching
throats shake the whole wide world with voices
that will not cease until we are heard. Until they
honor the living song of our wronged names, our
silenced names, all our names. Until the wars on
our humanity come to an end. We are not going
anywhere, we will stand here and all over and call
until all chains are broken. And they take down
the fence and dismantle the bars. And erase the
lines and open the borders. And shatter the ceiling. And justice comes to our neighborhoods. And
the world at last guarantees our living.
Because you are not free until all of us are free.
And we won’t stop calling until our voices rearrange the world into a place that looks like home,
we will call. From far from deep from near from
up from down from under, we will call. From
home from exile from everywhere, we will call.
From knocking on doors, from street protests,
from marching for justice, we will call. Because
we want to see black and brown bodies living in
freedom, untouched by police bullets and border
agents who hunt our bodies like wild game.
Because we want to wear our skins like prized
jewels through doors that do not slam in our
faces. Into quality schools. Into good jobs. Into
safe neighborhoods. Into better services. Into
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opportunity. Into streets where we are not profiled. Into dialogues in which we are heard. Into
places for which those before us marched and
fought and died as lynched ancestors wept.
We call for innocent black-brown children who
are the apple of the world’s eye. Who grow and
live to the fullest because their lives are so
sacred that nothing, no police weapon, will dare
try to kill them before they grow. Who strive and
win because they have food, shelter, healthcare,
education, chances, love, beauty and everything
that holds them to the sun. Because their proud
parents are not behind bars but at home being
parents. Because they live in a world that does
not fight them but fights for them.
Because oppression stops here,
Because dignity starts here.
We call for countries that have the
conscience to kiss the hard callouses of the hands and feet that daily
bleed for them, that walk hard
roads for them, that sacrifice
for them, that feed them, that
tend to them, that hold them
together. We call for countries that will give in turn
to those who give themselves because they
know the language of
gratitude.

Session 1: Future

corporate floors and from every nook and cranny
from which we bend and groan and sweat. We call
for countries that will thank us with ground on
which to place our aching feet. And on that ground,
the police and border agents will know to offer us
bread and shade. We call for countries that will
not insult us, that will treat us with dignity for what
we’ve lost and given, that know that without our
shoulders, they would not stand as tall.
Because a person is a person because of other
people.
We call for checkpoints that will not say, Where
are you from? Go back home. You are not wanted
here. That will turn on the lights and call us by
name. We call for countries that will look
at us with their hearts and refuse to
watch us die. That will rescue us from
the water and meet us with balm for
every wound.
We call for nations that will take roll
every morning to remind themselves of how precious we are—of
how beautiful, how relevant, how
important, and therefore, how
they must not fail us. That will
tilt unprejudiced hearts to the
anthem of our being, lift us
higher than flags of victory
and fly us into futures
the shape of true justice. Because we are
here and we are not
going anywhere.
Because we will
call and call and
call until we
are all free.
Because we
know there
is more than
this. Because
there will be
more than
this.

We call for countries
that will shepherd
us from scorching fields and
construction
sites and
restaurant
kitchens
and dirty
toilets and
school
corridors and
Art by Erik Ruin / Reproduce & Revolt
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Session 1: Future

Guided Visualization

ADDENDUM 2

DECLARATION
OF UNITY

Have everyone sit or lie down comfortably. Invite participants to close their eyes. Breathe in and out
slowly together 5 times.

Reader: Read slowly to
give participants time
to absorb the words
and imagine. The reader should practice the
reading several times
to get the timing right.

Close your eyes.
Imagine you are in a garden.
What colors surround you?
What plants sway in the breeze?
Take in the beauty of the garden for a moment.
You feel a warm place in the middle of your
chest.
Ever so lightly, a hummingbird comes by—hovering over you. You hear the vibration of its
wings.
It lands on your chest, and you feel yourself enter into this bird. Its heartbeat. Its
feathers.
You feel an incredible rush of freedom as the wind takes you up. You can see your
body and wings—the bright green shimmering in the light.
Your beak stands golden in the sun as you fly higher and higher. The world below you
grows smaller and smaller.
As you fly, you travel in time. The world spins like a dancer below you; night and day
and night. The colors change with the seasons and the years and decades until finally, the spinning slows.
You float downward to see when you have landed. This is a world where we are all
free. Every single one of us.
You land on a tree in a town near what used to be a wall, a border. Look around. What
do you see? What is here now that the wall has melted away? Take time to fly around
and explore.
[Pause.]

Art by Josh MacPhee / Reproduce & Revolt
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Who is on the street?
You meet someone. Who is this person? You fly close
to this person and follow this person around.

Session 1: Future

“Can I meet your family?” you ask. The child nods
and brings you to their dwelling. What does the
dwelling look like? Feel like? Who is there?

This person goes about his/her/their day. S/he/they
show(s) you the neighborhood.

The family greets you and places a vase of flowers
on the table and small bowl of honey for you. You
perch on one of the flowers.

What are the children doing?

A family member tells you their migration story.

What are the elders doing?

Where are they from?

What are people doing for work?

How did they get here?

[Pause.]

What is their life like?

A migrant child runs by and chases you playfully;
you decide to follow this child.

Who holds power here? What kind of power?
[Pause.]

The child skips around what used to be a prison.
What exists here now that the bars have melted
away? Take your time to explore and fly around.
What do you see?
[Pause.]
Are there police here? Magically, the child understands you. The child’s eyes widen and the child
begins to speak to you, to respond to your question.
What does the child say to you?
[Pause.]
Delighted that you can communicate you ask,
“What happens when someone hurts someone else
or hurts themselves?”
The child smiles and tells you. What does the child
say?

You dip your tongue into the bowl of honey and
drink deeply. You kiss each family member gently
with your wings and bid them farewell.
With a light, inspired heart, you float out of the
window and up into the sky—higher and higher and
higher until you feel the entire universe around you
like warm, comforting water.
You float back downward toward our current time,
seeing the continents getting bigger and bigger.
The land comes into focus with roads and trees and
buildings—closer and closer until you land in this
room, on your chest.
[Pause.]
Take a deep breath.
Open your eyes when you are ready to return.

Wow. You are amazed. You explore further. “How do
you make the agreements that people abide by in
this place?”
The child nods and tells you. What does the child say?
[Pause.]

CONNECTING
HISTORIES
& COMMON
EXPERIENCE

Art by Favianna Rodriguez
/ Culture Strike

SESSION 2

Past
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Session 2: Past

The Warmth of
Other Suns*

15-20

GOALS
ENGLISH
& SPANISH

To draw out the parallels between
the Great Migration and global
immigration
To provide participants who
live and work in immigrant and
refugee communities with the
tools to break down antiBlack
sentiments in immigrant and
refugee communities by showing
migration and oppression as
universal experiences
To provide participants who live
and work in Black American
communities with the tools
to reflect upon the Great
Migration and the parallels with
immigration

PREP WORK & SET UP

MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT
FF Projector
FF Laptop for video
FF Stream video – UpSouth:
African American Migration in
the Era of the Great War by the
American Social History Project
[ashp.cuny.edu]. Click here
for link [http://bit.ly/1OreVQn]
to purchase the English video
with Spanish subtitles from
American Social History Project.
To download the video for free
from dropbox, email info@
mivcalifornia.org with “All Free
UpSouth Video request” in the
subject title to obtain the link;
you will receive a response
within 5 business days.
FF Copies of Key Questions —
Addendum 1
FF Copies of Migration Maps —
Addendum 2
FF 8.5 x 11 paper — enough for
each participant to have 2 pieces
FF 1 package of multicolored
markers per 5 people
FF Tape

1. Watch the video first to familiarize yourself with the content.

* Title from Isabel
Wilkerson’s awardwinning masterwork
The Warmth of Other
Suns and Richard
Wrights’ poem by the
same name

2. Set up small group stations or tables where people can create their art together with blank paper and markers.
3. Click here for youtube link [bit.ly/1UahLpR] to play the All Free Playlist
during the activity.
4. Optional: Set up a small space with a pleasant backdrop to take pictures of
participants with their creations before they leave with their art.
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AGENDA
1.

Grounding (10 min)
\\ Pair up with someone you do not know. Answer the following questions, “What is your name and where does it come from? What does
it mean?”
\\ Everyone in the group shares their name.
\\ Review the purpose of the session: to connect common histories and
experiences with migration across race and ethnicity.

2.
I was leaving the South
To fling myself into the
unknown…
I was taking a part of
the South
To transplant in alien
soil,
To see if it could grow
differently,
If it could drink of new
and cool rains,
Bend in strange winds,
Respond to the warmth
of other suns
And, perhaps, to bloom.

UpSouth video (40 min)
\\ Introduce the activity: Everyone has a story of migration—whether
from one place in the same country, continent, or across the globe.
There are various degrees of choice involved—from absolutely no
choice to a great deal of choice. There are various degrees of difficulty
and danger in home countries— from war to persecution to relative
peace—and during people’s journeys to their new homes. AND there
are commonalities in the human experience of leaving all that you
know to venture to an unknown place. We are going to explore these
commonalities through learning about the Great Migration.
\\ Hand out Key Questions sheets so they can jot down notes or thoughts
on what they notice during the video.

3.

Discussion (10 min)
Discuss as a full group questions 1 and 2 on the Key Questions sheet.
What were the root causes that forced Black Americans to leave the
South and migrate to the North and the West?
What conditions did Black Americans face when they arrived in the
North and the West?

—Richard Wright

4.

Migration Maps (45 min)
\\ Break into small groups to fill out migration maps (Addendum 2).
Each person should draw or write out how they or their family came to
be in what is now called the United States on the handout. (20 mins)
They should consider:
• Why did your family leave where they lived?
•

What hardships did they face on their journey and settlement in a
new place?

•

What made their survival and thriving possible?

\\ Have people pair up with someone they want to get to know better and
share their stories. Each pair should reflect: How is their story similar
to what they saw in UpSouth? What could they relate to? (10 mins)
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\\ Discuss as a big group: “What did you notice or learn in sharing your
stories?” (15 min)

5.

Closing (10 min)
\\ Sum up the key points that came up, especially similarities in experience. Also close out with the points below:
•

Racism and economic exploitation as well as violence by government and racist vigilantes were the driving forces for Black
American migration from the South. When they reached the North
and the West, they were subjected to new forms of social and economic discrimination.

•

The experiences of immigrants and refugees (especially immigrants and refugees of color) have some important parallels to
the experience of Black American migrants. Similar to Black
Americans, immigrants and refugees leave their home countries
because of lack of economic opportunity, civil unrest, and violence.
They are searching for a better life, freedom, and safety. When
they reach the U.S., their opportunities are actively limited based
on judgement and stereotypes about their race, they are forced
into poorly paid and often physically demanding jobs, and their
everyday ways of being under these difficult conditions are scrutinized and sometimes made into crimes.

\\ Ask each person to share one thing that they are taking with them
from the session

RESOURCES
UpSouth Discussion Guide [bit.ly/24RVhPy] & Supplementary Materials
The Warmth of Other Suns: The Epic Story of America’s Great Migration by
Isabel Wilkerson
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ADDENDUM 1

WARMTH OF
OTHER SUNS

CONNECTING MIGRATION STORIES
1

Why did Black
Americans leave the
South and migrate
to the North and the
West?

2

What hardships or
sources of joy did
Black Americans face
when they arrived
in the North and the
West?

3

What made it possible
for the migrants to
survive and thrive in
their new homes?

4

What parallels can be
drawn between the
Black American migration experience and
the experience of immigrants and refugees
in the U.S.? What are
the universal lessons
that can be learned?
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SESSION 2: PAST

WARMTH OF
OTHER SUNS

MIGRATION MAP
What hardships
did they face in
their journey and
settlement in a
new place?

Why did you
or your family
leave where
they lived?

What made
their survival
and thriving
possible?

HOW DOES
SESSION 3
RACISM WORK Present
AND HOW
CAN WE
ADDRESS
IT?

Art by Seth Newton / Reproduce & Revolt
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Racial Justice 101:
Starting the Conversation

15-20

GOALS
To share basic understanding of:
• Racial Justice
• How racism works
• What happens when we add
a Racial Justice approach to
the social change work we
are already doing

MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT
FF Copies of Addendum 1 — How
Racism Works
FF Click here for link
[bit.ly/190DiNQ] to Aamer
Rahman on Reverse Racism –
available in English only
FF Definition of Racial Justice on
butcher paper
FF Chart on How Racism Works
on butcher paper

AGENDA AT A GLANCE
1. Check in (15 min)
2. Definition of Racial Justice (10 min)
3. Racism – Individual and Systemic (40 min)
•
•
•

Individual and Systemic (10 min)
Examples in small groups (20 min)
Focusing on root causes (10 min)

4. Storytelling (50 min)
•
•

Storytelling in small groups (20 min)
Sharing & Discussion (30 min)

5. What does it look like when we add a racial justice lens to our work? (20 min)
6. Closing (15 min)
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FACILITATOR GUIDE
1.

Check In (15 min)
\\ Ask participants to think about the question “What is race?” and
share their answers with each other.
\\ Explain that race is a social concept (something humans made up)
and not biological (something that nature made up; i.e., humans are
all humans, different races of people—typically denoted by color—
that are genetically indistinguishable). The United States has its own
unique way of thinking and acting around race. If people were born in
other countries, encourage sharing about what race meant in their
home countries.
\\ This workshop will introduce how racism works in America and what
elevating the role of race may allow us to see in our work for fairness
and dignity for all peoples.
Optional: Show Aamer Rahman on Reverse Racism video (English only; 3
mins)

2.

Definition of Racial Justice (10 min)
\\ Ask, “What do you think racial justice means?” Take some responses. Go over the following definition:

“I imagine one of the reasons people cling to their
hates so stubbornly is
because they sense, once
hate is gone, they will be
forced to deal with pain.”
– James Baldwin

Racial justice is the systemic fair treatment of people of all races, which
leads to all people having opportunity and equitable results.[1]
\\ Ask, “What does this mean to you?” Take a couple of answers.

3.

Racism – Individual and Systemic (45 min)
\\ Racism works on two main levels: Individual and Systemic. (10 min)
\\ What do you think individual racism is?
•

Racism that happens either within a person (internalized) or between people (interpersonal)

•

What are some examples? Think back to instances of racism that
you have experienced or witnessed.

\\ What do you think systemic racism is?

Art by Erik Ruin / Reproduce & Revolt

•

A system is a group of things that work interdependently;they’re
all connected and need each other to operate. An example is a
car—the engine, muffler, key, everything in the car is part of the
system and work together in a complex way.

•

Systemic racism happens through organizations (institutional racism) or through many different but interconnected organizations
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or structures in society such as the media, the criminal justice
system [a structure that spans schools, policing, Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE), courts, jails, detention centers, and
more], and culture (structural racism).
•

The purpose of the system of racism is to maintain a world and
society that keeps a very few people privileged and the majority
underprivileged. Our society decides who has power and resources as well as who does not, which is based largely on race. Racism
also ensures that working class white people do not unite with
working class people of color who have many similar interests.

\\ Give out Addendum 1 – How Racism Works
\\ Break participants into 2 or more small teams to brainstorm examples
of all the different levels of racism. Share. Take questions. (20 min)
\\ Focusing on root causes (15 min)

“I think it is very very
important that folks
understand how much
this country was founded
on the enslavement of
Blacks, and how the resistance of Blacks to that
enslavement has been the
spark plug for so many
important developments”
—Grace Lee Boggs

•

Ask, Do we end racism by addressing systemic racism or individual racism? Take several answers.

•

To tackle racism, we must address the root causes, which are
systemic in nature.

•

Big businesses and corporations, governmental institutions, and
mainstream media focus on the individual level because that makes
us, individual everyday people, responsible for solving the problem
of racism. When people are part of a larger racist system, taking
out one person doesn’t stop the functioning of the entire system. In
addition, even non-racist people in a racist system produce racist
results. Focusing on systemic causes make it the responsibility of
big business, government, and media to CHANGE their rules, policies, and practices so everyone is treated fairly, regardless of race.

•

Return to the definition of racial justice. This is why racial justice
works to make systems fair.

•

And how do we know if systems are fair? We have to look at their
results; meaning, when we look at the data of what that system
produces, do we see inequality? For example, if 50% of Latino
students at a school are dropping out while the general drop out
rate is 25%, we must ask if the school has the right policies and
practices in place to serve Latino students well. It is not about figuring out if any individual teacher is racist; it is about figuring out
what policies and practices need to be created or changed in order
have Latino children achieve at rates similar to those of other
children. What are some examples of these policies? Some examples are having a Latino parent liaison, providing more translated
materials, or developing after school tutoring programs. This is
institutional change that challenges institutional racism. When we
change enough institutions, it can lead to structural change.
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Storytelling (50 min)
\\ Have participants break into small groups (3 – 4 people) to tell stories of when they experienced or witnessed racism. What happened?
How did they feel? What kind of racism was it? (15-20 min)
\\ Share. (30 min)
\\ Ask several volunteers to share their own stories or someone else’s
story that touched them.
\\ Debrief questions: Why is it important to address racism? How is
racism connected to the issues that you already work on to make
the world a better place?
\\ A good example for intersectionality: When an immigrant is told to
“Go the f* back to your country!”, is that because s/he is a person
of color or is it because s/he is an immigrant? Do white Canadian
immigrants get shouted at in this way? Will the children of white
immigrants whose families have been in this country for several generations still get told “Go the f* back to your country!”?

5.

What does it look like when we add a racial justice lens to our
work? (20 min)
\\ Ask, “What does it look like when we add a racial justice lens to our
work?”
\\ Take answers. Explain:

Imagine there’s no countries
It isn’t hard to do
Nothing to kill or die for
And no religion too
Imagine all the people
Living life in peace... You, ..
You may say I’m a dreamer
But I’m not the only one
I hope someday you’ll join us
And the world will be as one

•

We can often see groups that bear the brunt of the injustices
in any particular issue area. For example, if we are working on
protecting the environment, adding in racial justice helps us to
see that people of color and working class communities are most
impacted by pollution, lack of access to clean drinking water, and
other environmental factors. The fight becomes about people in
addition to polar bears and whales.

•

We can see the root causes more clearly. Oftentimes issues that
impact communities of color are overlooked due to racism. For
example, toxic materials are often stored or shipped through
communities of color. People of color are seen as disposable or
less important. The fight becomes about including all who are
impacted by environmental injustice. When we deal with fighting
environmental racism through combating the use of toxic chemicals and advocating for the right of communities of color to have
healthy air and water, we are both combating racism as well as
protecting the environment.

•

We can see how our social movements and organizations
must change. Just as we look externally into the world to see
how race plays out, we look internally at how race plays out

—John Lennon

Art by Favianna Rodriguez / Culture Strike
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“So, transform yourself
first… Because you are
young and have dreams
and want to do something
meaningful, that in itself,
makes you our future and
our hope. Keep expanding
your horizon, decolonize
your mind, and cross
borders.”
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in organizations and social movements whose mission it is to
improve our world. Racial diversity in staff, members, leaders,
boards, and other decision-making roles becomes critical when
we see through a racial justice lens; this, in turn, changes the perspective and ways that we work. For example, Black immigrants
are often not intentionally integrated into immigrant rights organizations, coalitions, or leadership.
•

—Yuri Kochiyama

6.

Race is just one dimension of a person. Paying attention to race
often opens the door for us to consider other identities that are
marginalized or privileged—class, gender identity or expression,
sexuality, ability, and more. Connecting the dots between our
struggles and other people who are excluded is essential to winning fair treatment and power for everyone.

Closing (10 – 15 min)
\\ What touched you?
\\ What will you take back to your own life or work?
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RACIAL
JUSTICE 101

HOW RACISM WORKS
Internalized Racism
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Example: A beautiful little brown skinned girl wishes that she
had lighter skin and straighter hair.
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Internalized racism happens when people absorb and
believe all the negative messages that they receive
about their race. They put down themselves or other
people like themselves.
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INDIVIDUAL RACISM
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Interpersonal Racism
Interpersonal racism happens person to person.
Example: A presidential candidate calls Vietnamese people
“gooks” and refuses to apologize or stop using the term.[i]

SYSTEMIC RACISM
Institutional Racism
Institutional racism operates through institutions like
organizations, groups, laws, practices, and rules.
Example: A bank denies qualified Black American, Latino, and
Native American home loan applicants through a process called
red lining.[ii]

Structural Racism
Structural racism operates through many interconnected institutions and organizations or larger systems in society like the media or culture.
Examples: Latinos are extremely underrepresented in media even though they are the largest growing population in N. America.
Latinos have fewer starring roles now than 70 years ago.[iii] Also, one out of every three Black American men are likely going to
spend some time in jail or prison in his lifetime.[iv]
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NOTES
[1] Definition from Race Forward: The Center for Racial Justice mission statement.
[i] John McCain: “I hate gooks. I will always hate them.” http://www.sfgate.com/politics/article/McCain-Criticizedfor-Slur-He-says-he-ll-keep-3304741.php
[ii] http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonkblog/wp/2015/05/28/
evidence-that-banks-still-deny-black-borrowers-just-as-they-did-50-years-ago/
[iii]Latino Media Gap Report. https://pmcdeadline2.files.wordpress.com/2014/06/latino_media_gap_report-wm.
pdf
[iv]Ta-Nehisi Coates on The Enduring Myth of Black Criminality. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQo-yYhExw0
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